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Who Else Dreads The Thought Of Trying To Painfully Write Their Own Direct Response Sales Letter?

Now You Can Build Your Website And Write Your Sales Letter The Easy Way! I hate writing sales letters

and building websites too! Thats why I created Sales Letter Creator... It built the very website that you are

looking at right now! The Solution To Your Problem... Sales Letter Creator! This incredible software not

only guides you step by step as you carefully craft your sales letter. It practically writes it for you! Not only

does it totally format your sales letter for you just as the sales letter here is formatted it also builds your

sales page website for you! Who would have ever thought getting your product online would be this easy!

Step By Step Process - Sales Letter Creator walks you through a simple step by step process, and all you

do is fill in the blanks! It Builds The Web Page For You! - This incredible software builds your webpage for

you... You just enter your text in the boxes that it tells you and click build! Its that simple... Its Easy To

Use! - Sales Letter Creator is so easy to use my 8 year old daughter has successfully turned out 4 sales

letter with it! She used it to build a sales letters to sell some of her old toys on eBay! Just Fill In The

Blanks! - All you have to do is go through each step and add a bit of text to the empty boxes! Sure it will
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take a run or two to get it down, but you will be a sales letter writing pro in no time flat, I promise you!

Create Your Own Templates! - I say starting from scratch every time is for the birds! Just hit the save

button to save your template, then on your next sales letter load it up again into the software and only

change the product details! Most of the rest of it can stay the same! Its FAST - Sales Letter Creator Is so

fast in fact, that it only took me about 20 minutes to create the sales letter you are reading right now! Sure

there was still a little work to do. I did have to fill in the blanks but that sure as heck beats the hell out of

banging away at my keyboard for hours on end, trying to figure out the HTML to format my page.

HTMWHAT, thats what I say, let Sales Letter Creator worry about that for you! If you are sick of struggling

to figure out how to build a direct sale website.... And.... if you are sick of staying up late at night when the

rest of your family is cozy in bed sleeping, while your up banging your head against your computer

monitor trying to figure out how to get an attractive and selling website of your own online.... Then Sales

Letter Creator is just what you need!
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